On the Repressed Blossoming of Human Nature
Only a few months ago the former Italian interior minister Salvini declared he wanted
full power. Not only did he repetitively kissed the cross, the very religious symbol
representing all the Italian traditional values he so much fight for but he also revealed
his mission to become the future Italian dictator.
As the last survivors of the World Wars are dying, it is not so incredible that once again
humanity is directing itself toward yet another massacre. In the name of what? Certainly
there are social and economical reasons for it. With the unification of Europe not only
north-western countries has seized most of the economical power of the continent but
also they have imposed certain liberal values which have come to clash with a
conservative mindset of the south-eastern countries.
The rise of nationalism then can be seen as a power balance within the larger political
structure of the continent. This divide is increasing and the more it increases the more I
believe a war becomes inevitable. How can this be hindered? I believe that media
platforms themselves cannot but worsen the divide. They are but the accentuation of
our radicalization in such a topic.
Everyone will keep on reasoning with their own mindset, for the sake of their own
national interest and yet the tension and prejudices that were unthought of with the
unification of Europe are just going to grow up to an unbearable level. It seems that all
the effort to open the door of our nations to one another are now being dissolved.
Doors are now closing and we can find ourselves caught with two realities we are soon
no longer able to combine. The rise of nationalism will only want us to belong to the one
national reality without us having any bond with anything international.
So absurd however it is this idea of nation in nations in which, if one is to dwell further
we can recognize a myriad of tribes that have been mixing each other over the
centuries. The idea of nation can only be regarded as a methodology applied onto the
governance of a country. Politicians then only adhere to a concept and move forward
with it despite the fact that this concept is imposed because one, as I said we are but
bastards descending from many a tribes and two, there is always a development and a
transformation occurring which in one way or another will but let any nation implode or
explode.
The more a natural transformation is repressed the bigger it will be the collapse of any
nation. However if there is no repression whatsoever the tendency is that of diluting the
nations by absorbing international models and thus we come to the actual paradox of
today, this inability to keep a nation state. Yes nationalism is a boasting to let countries

grow formidably for some decades at the most but even this boasting comes to a stand
still, to a moment of crisis and reconsideration particularly actuated by the new
offspring born within, an offspring which in their youth is able to see the absurdity of
their overexploited parents, consumed in the pursue of a fictitious ideal.
Let's welcome then our king an emperor yet let's always remember that if we are free
today with the emperor we can become even freer thanks to his imperialistic regime
which will turn others into becoming our permanent slave class yet let's also remember
that in no time we can be turned into the slaves of those who our emperor with his
ambitions enslaved. Any bunch of people commanded by a one authority, subject itself
not only to the will of this authority but also to its inevitable downfall. We can celebrate
the rising strenght or at least the idea of strength that an Erdogan or Puttin may give to
us yet if it is not them who will fall it is the power vacuum they will create after there
mortal downfall.
With this essay then I am inviting the reader to step down from the wanting of such
authority to at last bring order to a state of total chaos. I believe in fact that total chaos
or total order are just the preconditions of a non-natural state. What I mean is that the
very idea of state, of a governance applied over a large geography and demography is
but an imposition.
History itself is a consecutive chain of people imposing over other people not only their
governability but also at last the way they should behave and ultimately think. The level
of subordination which has come down from this oppressive chain has only resulted in a
great leveling of human nature. The massive religious and ideological apparatus diffused
through the public institutions are but the representation of this large scale human
oppression.
Now it is not that we should criticize any sort of manifestation. We should in fact
welcome any type of manifestation, any tradition or belief blossoming in any individual.
What we ought to despise are just the common or literally this bringing together in one
bunch as the idea of fascism indicates. What we need is to stimulate diversity and the
sort of originality that each and every individual following his or her nature I am sure
can obtain.
How dreadful this state of acceptance towards mass-religions or mass-ideologies only
able to generate blind forms of mass-fanaticism. Let's thus be blind in the pursue of our
nature as this will but awake our eyes towards a reality we necessarily come to friction
with, a reality of human like sheep we will be able to observe from the top of our
spiritual mound.

